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About This Game

Behind Walls
Walk through doors
Read letters and files

Discover the truth
Find the secret behind the walls

Story::
You are trapped inside a building, and you don't know anything when you wake up.

A door lies before you
What do you do?

Description::
Behind Walls is a small, short game that focuses on the storyline, the player will reveal the truth of this world.

The main idea of this game came from presentable liberty, and many similar features can be found throughout the game.

This game is quite short and only take around 20min to complete, the game will also have more updates to come soon after.

Dev Senpai's note::
This is my first game officially produced (insert fireworks effect)! this game is inspired by Presentable Liberty, but the plot is

different, the style is also very similar.
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I chose to make the player open doors to proceed to the next room, unlike presentable liberty which you have to wait. Although
it is very easy, it is quite laborious, and I want the player to be able to do something while they get to the next letter. It could be

boring, but this is that type of genre, the waiting.
Anyways have fun and check the announcements for any more updates!
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Publisher:
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It's a reskin for the Class 421 in the short-lived London & South East "Jaffa Cake" livery - what more is there to say really?

As someone who loves 1980s slam-door scenarios, the livery adds a splash of colour to any scenario - it really stands out among
the assortment of BR Blue rolling stock.

In real life I believe only the Central Division's 421s got the livery, so you could see them anywhere on the South London or
Brighton Line - not so much on the Portsmouth Direct or London to Faversham, but the advantage of TS is your imagination.

Surprisingly it comes with a passenger view - a first for the 421.

Currently it doesn't seem like the Armstrong Powerhouse Class 421\/422\/423 sound pack supports this add-on.. Having distinct
units for my tiny little men is defintely worth the $20 I must have spent on it by now. God help me.. For the cost its actually
worth the try.

However, I hate games that force me to play in one go without any saving or checkpoints. I understand its to simulate real life
but come on...its a video game. I don't have time. This prevented me from playing further.

It's a shame because I'm actually interested.. Oh boy. The only reason I got this game is because I had odyssey. The only reason I
have played this far is to see what Ratonhnhak\u00e9:ton looks like in the Assassin outfits of people that weren't even born yet.
It's jarring.. My initial impression is mixed. I really want to like this game. It is a very interesting and unique idea. The graphics
and music are appealing. But there are two very serious problems, either one of which would mean that I cannot recommend this
game.

1. For a game that advertises as being "hard-core", and "you will die all the time", the restarts are TOO SLOW. This is cardinal
sin number one for this type of game. I don't want to listen to a sound effect and wait for a full second of black screen to try
again.

2. For a game with a time goal on every level (and from what I'ven seen so far, generally very tight), there absolutely needs to be
a single button to press to restart the level. Instantly (see point 1 above). May I suggest the Select button? Worse than this, how
can it possibly be the case that there isn't even a "Restart" option in the pause menu? Who possibly thought this was a good
idea? From what I can tell, the only way to restart the level is to (a) find a way to die (see point 1 above), or (b) open the menu,
exit the level, confirm the dialog that pops up, and select the level again. We're talking approximately 10 seconds here. Each
time you want to start again.. A more complicated ' 2048 ' style game,
comes in two board size, normal 16 sq and expanded 64 sq.
Nothing exceptional.

As much as I tried,
only with the help of few ingame item, was able to clear the game.
Game relies too much on rng, grind and luck.
Micro-transactions for 'extend life', much needed for few of the endgame achievements.
Music keeps returning despite set to lowest or off.

Trick is to keep focus on one edge via sideways, other than no choice, don't go across,
releasing as much simple gems, forgoing combining for better choices.

Decent but
was stressful to grind the last few achievements, especially 4x4 Royal Gem.
Spent more for purchases than the game itself.
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Enjoyable game for a few hours. You manage a team of gamers, playing mini-games and balancing skills and stats. Thrown in
with some humour and satire and it's a fun little game. Sadly I cannot complete it as the final (I assume final) battle requires
doing dozens of the mini-games in a time limit and sadly I do not possess the full health required to do this (hand shakes due to
injuries and medication yadda yadda, I could do the other ones but this is much harder). So apart from that, it's a fun game and
if you're good at controlling your mouse (unlike me!) then it's worth a few hours.. If you like upgrade games, this is a short and
good one.
Totally worth the money, even though it's one of those games you play through one time.

8\/10. Hide, disguise, distract, run and seek, grill and overcome, at first i was a bit confused but once you get the game to know
it is real fun to play. One might think it's easier to seek others than to hide, but the game offers a lot of stuff you can do to trick
your opponent that it's not as easy as it sounds. Also the developers still improve it and care about bugs. Definitely a funny game
and worth it's price. So grab it now or in sale.. It's cute but really, really casual. I can't play it longer than a few minutes. The
graphics are cartoony and cute, and the sound isn't all that spectacular, but it gets the job done. The goal is to guide your
character (in a teacup (!)) towards the finish line while trying to collect as many sugarcubes and stickers as you can, and, at the
same time, avoid enemies. Like I said, it's casual, but the difficulty ramps a bit up later on.

[Rating: 71\/100]. wow this "gam" is bad.. literally no gameplay except for holding W to go forward or pressing Q to auto-walk
through a boring environment with occassional short text read by a girl (whose voice is literally the only good thing here).. I
should have just leave it minimized to get cards instead of trying to play it. It could be good, and another VR strategy game by
the same dev shows promise, but the akward controls sink it for me. Ships automatically repositioning themselves in a game
where what angle you attack from matters, being unable to set your ships' angle manually, the fact that ships (and this becomes a
problem with strike craft) can only attack one unit at a time when they are specifically attacking that unit so anti-fighter ships
will sit there twiddling their thumbs until the fighters stop mauling your capital ship and attack it, the bizarre AI that has
instructions on how you're supposed to play and a lobotomy... while I only played a few levels, I tried each one except the
tutorial multiple times with different loadouts and strategies, and it was and promises to continue to be a fight against your own
ships doing what you want as much as against the enemy AI. As mentioned earlier, the enemy AI isn't spectacular, so that might
actually be accurate. Multiple times, they took a ship with a one-use hamster ball to shield nearby allies, sent them to the top
flank, and popped their ability there. It could be worse: there is a capital ship that you can get which is poor all-around but can
teleport, so I started one at the top and told it to go down and teleport to behind and on top of the enemy since it keeps the
orientation of when it teleported. I put the commands in the wrong order though, and managed to burn the teleport without
actually moving when I tried to fix it. Also, there are three units with a single-use AoE ability without the area to hit adjacent
points (it's space chess, so instead of tiles, they have points on a 3d grid. I actually like this), which is a lot of gimped units in a
game that has about fifteen total. My final complaint is that there are no generalists. The interceptor has claim to being a strike
craft generalist, but does too little damage to ships to be good all-around, while the bomber dies to everything. The closest is a
mid-tier ship that can turn invisible, because a ship that shoots the enemies and they die is too simple.

TL;DR Since you have to micromanage your units constatnly, and don't have the means to do it nicely, I do not recommend this
game.. Do not buy this, it breaks your game.. Interactive narrative with a good concept behind it. The story is captivating and the
visual aspect is fresh and very well executed. I think it's a very good and original game, but a very overpriced one also. I got it
from a bundle so it was no problem for me, but I would suggest you buy it when it's in sale in case you're interested.. Hello to all
users! First, I want to say this is my first and only game on Steam. I have never played any computer game on a regular basis
except for "Monument Valley"and an older game from the 90"s , "Monkey Island". My boyfriend has tried for a long time to get
me into his gaming hobby. I have always resisted playing online games, because I thought I was too old to play online games. (I
am 51 by the way! ) He has put numerous games on my laptop. I tried to play, but lost interest in a short time. So when he told
me to purchase this game I was very hesitant. I was pleasantly surprised when I saw how beautiful the scenery and design of this
game was. I can't stop playing it! This game has a lot of content and enjoyable aspects to it.
I have had issues with crashing, but that could be my laptop. My boyfriend is going to help me upgrade my storage. That should
help.
There are a few things in the game that is a mystery to me and maybe the developers are going to improve this in time.
Things like: I notice that you can breed fish, but not your animals. What's the point of being able to sell your livestock, if you
can't get them to breed? McDonald and Emily can breed their animals, why can't we?
I also don't like that when you put your fish in the tanks, that you can't tell if they are actually breeding. The crops have an icon
letting you know when they are due to be harvested, how come this isn't a feature for the fish? It would be nice to know when it
is time to remove the offspring.
I love the fishing feature and dart game. I enjoy the variety and challenges in this game as well. I would recommend this game to
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anyone who has been reluctant to play online games! I also enjoy the tips and tricks on this website. Thank you to those who
have taken the time to do this! Happy gaming everyone!
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